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ABSTRACT In order to verify the applicability of the computer numerical simulationmethod under complex
engineering conditions, and solve the problem that it is difficult to guarantee the normal construction of
underground projects with a depth of more than 1 km (it is difficult to carry out multiple field attempts under
high-depth conditions, and if you simply use ordinary the calculation method, its calculation accuracy is
difficult to guarantee). For the construction of complex geological conditions of an underground mine with
a depth of 1300 m in the Central Plains of China, based on the finite difference method (FDM) with high
calculation accuracy, using FLAC3D software based on FDM, and using progressive design method (PDM),
design a variety of different schemes and analyze the mechanism of force and deformation of the surrounding
rock mass of the project. Apply the obtained optimal scheme in actual engineering, and monitor the actual
force and deformation. Comparing the results of the computer numerical simulation with the monitoring
results, the results show that the computer numerical simulation method can also have good application in
the actual engineering under the geological conditions of ultra-kilometer depth. It also provides theoretical
basis and technical guidance for engineering hypothesis under approximate conditions.

INDEX TERMS Computer numerical simulation method, FDM, FlAC3D, PDM, support schemes, field
monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer numerical simulation methods have penetrated
into all walks of life and are widely used in various fields.
MOHAMED [1] Aiming at an obstacle guidance path refine-
ment algorithm that uses obstacles in the environment to
quickly plan collision-free paths, OGPR∗ is proposed, using
computer numerical simulation methods, compared with the
most advanced algorithms in the literature, The proposed
algorithm has remarkable performance. TAK [2] through
three-dimensional finite element analysis, proposed an anal-
ysis method and algorithm considering the nonlinear effects
of magnetic saturation and slotting, and verified the effec-
tiveness of the proposed analysis and design method and the
axial flux permanent magnet motor Sex. KANEKO[3] based
on the existing Japanese distribution network as a model
and used it for computer numerical simulation, proposed a
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method to determine the optimal radial loop configuration
in the photovoltaic distribution network, and evaluated the
effectiveness of the configuration, The result has good reli-
ability. TIAN [4] In order to study the machinability of coal
ploughs, improve the performance of coal ploughs, so as to
achieve efficient mining of coal mines. A three-dimensional
model was established by computer numerical simulation.
The results show that themaximum error of the force obtained
by simulation and experiment is 7.849 and the difference is
6.5%. Combining the discrete element method with the finite
element method improves the performance of the plowshare.
The simulation results are verified through experiments and
industrial production, which proves the accuracy and feasi-
bility of using DEM to study the cutting performance of the
coal plough.

LEI [5] through the inversion analysis of the ground pen-
etrating radar echo signal, it is found that the traditional
forward model adopts the ladder approximation method
to produce certain errors. Then, an accurate and efficient
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numerical model of the underground pipeline ground pene-
trating radar forward model was established by using com-
puter numerical simulation methods, and it was proved that
the method can effectively cut off the computational domain
of Sin Euler. Through the simulation research of different
underground pipeline models, the GPR image characteristics
of metal pipes, plastic pipes and concrete pipes filled with air
and water are obtained. Numerical simulation results show
that the parallel-conformal Singular Euler algorithm effec-
tively reduces the pseudo-diffraction wave caused by the step
approximation, and improves the calculation efficiency of the
model in metal and non-metal media. JAVAD [6] uses com-
puter numerical simulation technology, Monte Carlo method,
combined with approximate linear model for mathematical
modeling while considering the uncertainty of electricity
prices and distribution network load. The simulation results
show that the model has the required efficiency, reduces the
load on the large-capacity feeder, and delays the construction
of the new feeder. It has also been observed that rearranging
the distribution grid can reduce grid losses. In addition, with
the help of rescheduling, the number of interrupted loads
can be significantly reduced. MIKKO [7] proposed a com-
prehensive workflow development data-driven agent model,
including data generation based on physical simulation and
experimental design, training data preprocessing, training and
testing agents. Comparing neural networks and gradients to
improve the accuracy and computational efficiency of surro-
gacy by choosing experimental design methods for decision
tree modeling and simulation of the behavior of the torque
permanent magnet synchronous machine. The results show
that the use of domain knowledge to create agent models can
improve agent accuracy. The actual result is also close to the
finite element simulation result.

Although computer numerical simulation methods have
been widely used in all walks of life, in recent years, due to
the inability of human beings to fully go deep underground
for actual operations, their applications in underground engi-
neering have become more and more Wu [8], [9]. In the
underground coal mine construction project, many scholars
have explored in many aspects. Du [10] In order to study the
influence of the number of cables on the simulation results
when the length of the anchor rod is the same, the cable
structural unit in FLAC3D is used to establish the anchor
rod model, and the influence of the number of cables and
the stiffness of the anchoring agent on the results is studied
through the drawing simulation test. The results show the
good application rules of bolts under different conditions.
Zhang [11] used theoretical analysis, field test and numerical
simulation to propose an integrated support technology of
shotcrete, anchor and penetration. The research results have
realized effective control of roadway deformation and can
provide reference for other similar areas in the mine. Lu [12].
Combined with the results of numerical simulation analysis,
the existing roadway filling and sidewall backfilling, floor
reinforcement, and reinforcement of the existing roadway at a
location of 300m underground are proposed, and the support

is strengthened for the locations where stress concentration
is easy to occur, so as to ensure the safety and reliability of
the stope. Zhang [13] Aimed at the difficulty of controlling
the stability of the mining roadway under the condition of
repeated mining in steep coal seams, he proposed the support
principle of ‘‘active support, strengthened control of key
parts’’, using ‘‘strong bolt and long anchor cable and W steel
belt’’ The ‘‘reinforced mesh’’ asymmetrical coupling support
method effectively controls the deformation and destruction
of the roadway. The research results can provide a reference
for solving the difficult problem of steeply inclined coal
seam roadway support. Wu [14] Taking the 1102 track coal
roadway in Qiuji coal mine as the background, by construct-
ing a hard roof deformation analysis model, quantifying the
role of five ash thickness in controlling the roadway defor-
mation, using numerical simulation to verify the theoretical
calculation results, and passing field tests and monitoring
complex Empirical research results. The method used in
combination with the obtained results can effectively meet
the safety production requirements. He [15] Aiming at the
problem of supporting structure at the bottom of the scope
of soft fractured rock masses, FLAC3D numerical simulation
was used to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the
three existing support methods in the mine, and the displace-
ment and stress simulation analysis was used to analyze the
excavation and support process of the horizontal roadway.
And the stability of the approach, the results verify the safety
and stability of the project in this area. Qin [16] conducted
research on the failure mechanism of roadway instability
and support and reinforcement schemes in deep broken and
weatherable rock masses, and put forward the deficiencies
of the existing support schemes. Through theoretical anal-
ysis, they obtained roadway stability control strategies and
solutions suitable for such conditions. Supporting structure
parameters, using numerical analysis to study the surround-
ing rock displacement and stress evolution law before and
after roadway support in broken rock mass, verifying the
rationality of the optimized support plan. The results show
that the numerical calculation results can ensure the stability
of the surrounding rock during tunneling and mining, control
the deformation and stress within a reasonable range, and
meet the mine safety and normal production requirements.

In the above research on engineering technical issues,
although good results have been achieved, the buried depths
are all below one thousand meters, and there is a lack of
research on technical issues such as engineering construction
above one thousand meters. The increase in depth makes the
geological situationmore andmore complicated.Many actual
engineering cases and studies by scholars have shown that it
is not only difficult to make multiple field trials under high-
depth conditions, but also if ordinary calculation methods are
simply used, once the underground depth is increased, the
calculation accuracy cannot be guaranteed. In order to solve
these problems, this paper deals with the complex geological
conditions engineering construction problem of an under-
ground mine with a depth of 1300 m in the Central Plains of
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TABLE 1. Geologic description.

China, based on the finite differencemethod (FDM)with high
calculation accuracy, using FLAC3D software based on FDM,
and using progressive design method (PDM), design a variety
of different schemes and analyze the mechanism of force
and deformation of the surrounding rock mass of the project.
Apply the obtained optimal scheme in actual engineering,
and monitor the actual force and deformation. The computer
numerical simulation results are compared with the monitor-
ing results, and the results are in good agreement. Themethod
in this paper not only solves the problem that it is difficult
to guarantee the normal construction of the underground
engineering with a depth of more than one kilometer, but also
ensures the calculation accuracy and reliability. The obtained
scheme can be used for reference by other projects and has
great practical engineering significance.

II. ENGINEERING OVERVIEW
Based on the results of geological exploration, a brief descrip-
tion of the geological and hydrological conditions of the area
is given.

A. GEOLOGICAL CONDITION
The geological conditions near the mine are shown in Table 1.

Lithology description:
(a) Sandy mudstone: mainly gray, thin-layered, argilla-

ceous structure, uneven sandy, compact, brittle, inclined bed-
ding, and flat fracture.

(b) Siltstone: gray, gray-green, thin-layered, silt-like struc-
ture, with small upper particles, uneven argillaceous cemen-
tation, thin-layered locally, dense, and flat fractures.

(c) Argillaceous siltstone: gray, gray-green, thin-layered,
silt-like structure, with small upper particles, uneven argilla-
ceous cementation, thin layered locally, dense, and flat frac-
ture.

(d) Coarse grained sandstone: gray-white, light gray-green,
thick layered, coarse-grained sand-like structure, the upper
part is relatively coarse, with cracks, argillaceous cement,
oblique bedding, and flat fracture.

B. HYDROLOGY OVERVIEW
The water inflow of the mine shaft is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Mine water inflow.

It can be seen from table 2 that the hydrogeological condi-
tions of the mine are relatively complex, and the discharge of
mine water inflow should be well handled in the construction
process.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF INITIAL
SUPPORT SCHEME AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE
MECHANISM
The finite difference method (FDM) is a numerical calcu-
lation method based on the difference principle. It uses the
difference quotient of the function at each discrete point to
approximate the partial derivative of the point, and converts
the boundary value problem to be solved into a set of cor-
responding difference equations. Then, the function value of
the difference equations (linear algebraic equations) at each
discrete point is solved to obtain the numerical solution of the
boundary value problem.

The finite difference method has many ideas and meth-
ods, such as conservative difference format, time correla-
tion method, step-by-step method, etc. Take the step-by-step
method as an example for a brief introduction.

Decompose each time step of a complex problem
into several intermediate steps, such as decomposing a
multi-dimensional problem into several one-dimensional
problems according to coordinates, and then use the differ-
ence method to solve these relatively simple intermediate
steps, and finally get an approximate solution to the original
problem, this kind of method is called step-by-step method.
Alternating direction method, estimation-correction method,
time division method, factorization method, etc. fall into
this category. Solve the problem with a two-dimensional
parabolic equation:

∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2

(1)

u|i=0 = f (x, y) , (x, y ∈ D) (2)

u = 0, (x, y ∈ D) (3)

As an example, using an explicit format to solve, the time step
is subject to stability conditions:

1t ≤
1

2
(

1
1x2
+

1
1y2

) (4)
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The limitation of using the implicit format boils down to
large linear algebraic equations, which is more troublesome
to solve. In 1955, Peisman-Rashford proposed the alternate
direction implicit format:

un+1ij − u
n
ij

1t
=

1
1x2

δ2xu
n+1
ij +

1
1y2

δ2yu
n
ij, (fisrt−step)

(5)
un+2ij −u

n+1
ij

1t
=

1
1x2

δxu
n+1
ij +

1
1y2

δyu
n+2
ij , (second−step)

(6)

(i = 1, 2,. . . , N-1; j = 1, 2,. . . , M-1; n = 0, 1, 2,...)
For the central difference operator, the first step is implicit

in the x direction and explicit in the y direction. The second
step is the opposite. Two-step synthesis of unconditionally
stable format. Since each step can be solved by the chasing
method, the understandingmethod is greatly simplified. After
the emergence of the alternating direction method, various
forms of step-by-step formats have been further developed,
and can be extended to any dimensional equation or system
of equations.

The finite difference method has become the main numer-
ical method for solving various mathematical and physical
problems, and it is also one of the main numerical methods
in computational mechanics. Some methods of solving par-
tial differential problems (such as characteristic line method,
straight line method) are essentially a form of difference
method.

And FLAC3D is a kind of numerical simulation software
that makes full use of FDM for calculation.FLAC3D is an
extension of the two-dimensional finite difference program
FLAC2D, which can simulate the mechanical characteristics
and plastic flow analysis of three-dimensional structures of
soil, rock and other materials. FLAC3D uses the finite differ-
ence method (FDM), the actual structure is fitted by adjusting
the polyhedron elements in the three-dimensional mesh. The
constitutive model of the element material can be linear or
nonlinear [17], [18].

Under the action of external force, when the material
yield flow, the mesh will undergo corresponding deforma-
tion and movement (large deformation mode). Using explicit
Lagrange algorithm and hybrid discrete partition technology,
FLAC3D can simulate the deformation and failure of materi-
als very accurately [19], [20].

Nowadays, most of the deep well large section roadways
in China have complex geological environment and poor sup-
porting conditions. Whether it can ensure the stability of the
surrounding rock and the safe use of the roadway, the rigidity
and strength of the initial support system are particularly
important. Therefore, this chapter takes a mine roadway in
the Central Plains area as the engineering background, uses
FLAC3D numerical simulation and other methods to analyze
and discuss the stress and deformation under the initial sup-
port scheme of the large-section roadway in deep mines, and
briefly describe the causes of damage. The design section

FIGURE 1. Model drawing of roadway and surrounding rock.

of the coal mine roadway is 8.2 × 6.6 m, and it adopts the
semicircular arch section.

A. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
In order to show the effect of the numerical model of the
support schememore intuitively, the force and deformation of
the roadway section is simulated and analyzed. The numerical
calculation model is shown in Figure 1. The strata from top
to bottom are sandy mudstone, argillaceous siltstone, argilla-
ceous siltstone, sandy mudstone, sandy mudstone, sandy
mudstone, coarse-grained sandstone, sandy mudstone, sandy
mudstone, coarse-grained sandstone, and sandy mudstone.

In order to eliminate the size effect, the model size is about
5 times the actual size of the roadway. The specific size is
45 m wide, 50 m high, and 50 m long. The Mohr-Coulomb
calculation model is used and divided into 62489 cells. The
side of this model restricts horizontal movement and the
lower surface Fixed. By calculating the weight of the over-
lying rock mass, a load of 25.4 MPa is applied to the upper
surface to simulate the upper load boundary. The thickness
and mechanical parameters of the rock layer are selected
according to actual engineering conditions. The surrounding
rock of the roadway uses solid elements for simulation cal-
culation, and the bolt and anchor cable use cable structure
for simulation calculation. The steel mesh is considered in
accordance with the principle of equivalence, that is, the elas-
tic modulus of the steel arch and the steel mesh is converted
into the concrete spray layer, and the elastic modulus E of the
concrete spray layer is equivalently considered.

The mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock input
in the numerical calculation should be the mechanical param-
eters of the natural rockmass, and the value of the mechanical
parameters plays a key role in the accuracy of the numerical
simulation calculation results. The engineering geological
lithology of this project case is siltstone, sandy mudstone,
argillaceous siltstone and coarse grained sandstone. Accord-
ing to field investigations, mechanical parameter tests and
geological exploration reports, combined with the rock mass
quality classification system to determine the quality level
of the rock mass, physical and mechanical parameters such
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FIGURE 2. Unsupported displacement cloud image of roadway
excavation.

as the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock mass are
obtained from indoor rock physical mechanics experiments.

The elastic modulus of the anchor rod used is
2.0× 105 MPa, and the prestress is 5t. The elastic modulus
of the anchor cable is 1.95× 105 MPa, Ø22, the row spacing
is 1400 mm, and the prestress is 15t. The elastic modulus
of shotcrete is 2.56 × 104 MPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.21,
thickness is 150mm, and strength grade is C20. Table 3 shows
the physical and mechanical parameters of the surrounding
rock and supporting structure used in this simulation. In this
simulation calculation, the surrounding rock of the roadway
is regarded as an isotropic homogeneous body, and the influ-
ence of groundwater on the deformation of the surrounding
rock is not considered.

B. STRESS AND DEFORMATION ANALYSIS OF ROADWAY
WITHOUT SUPPORT AFTER EXCAVATION
After the excavation of the roadway without support, numer-
ical simulation calculation is performed, and the roadway
deformation is shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that after the roadway is exca-
vated, the stress of the surrounding rock mass is redistributed,
and most of the lateral displacement is concentrated on the
straight walls on both sides of the roadway and the shoulder

between the straight wall and the vault. The maximum defor-
mation of the right side and the right side reaches 1583 mm
and 1627 mm, indicating that the stress in this part of the area
is relatively concentrated; both the dome and the bottom plate
are deformed to a large extent, the maximum displacement
at the dome is 1291 mm, and the maximum displacement at
the bottom plate is 473 mm. Therefore, if the initial support
treatment is not carried out in time after the excavation of
the roadway, it will soon be subjected to the pressure of the
surrounding rock and produce large deformation, so that the
roadway will collapse and damage.

C. INITIAL SUPPORT SCHEME DESIGN
The initial support form is bolt mesh shotcrete support, and
the specific design parameters are as follows.

Bolt: high-strength pre-stressed bolt is adopted, and the
parameters of the bolt are as follows: the spacing between
the rows is anchored by a coiled resin cartridge, and the
bolt tray is provided. High-strength prestressed resin bolt,
specification Ø22 × 2400 mm, row spacing 800 × 800 mm,
anchored by 2 resin anchoring agents, designed anchoring
force 150 t, pre-stress 5 t.

Metal mesh: use steel bars with a diameter of 6.5 mm,
lapped and processed into a grid 100 × 100 mm sheet struc-
ture, and the lap length between the grids is 100 mm.

Concrete: Use C20 shotcrete with a thickness of 150 mm.
After the primary support was used for 28-29 days, the sec-

ondary support of reinforced concrete masonry with strength
C40 and thickness of 400 mm was used.

D. DEFORMATION AND FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS AND
INFLUENCING FACTORS OF ROADWAY UNDER INITIAL
SUPPORT SCHEME
1) DEFORMATION AND FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS OF
ROADWAY
a: THE BOTTOM HEAVE PHENOMENON IS SERIOUS
With the continuous increase of the mining depth of the mine,
the large-section roadway in the deep shaft will produce seri-
ous bottom heave phenomenon (that is, the large deformation
of the floor of the surrounding rock of the roadway). Floor
heave phenomenon is the deformation and failure form of
the surrounding rock of the roadway along the vertical direc-
tion [21]. Floor deformation is the most likely to occur in the
surrounding rock of the roadway.Most roadways have serious
floor heave phenomenon as the buried depth increases, and
the treatment of floor heave has also become a problem. One
of the difficult problems of deep mine roadway support.

The tunnel section of the mine adopts a semicircular arch
section. Due to the deep burial, the surrounding rock is rela-
tively broken. According to the previous field datamonitoring
report, within two months after the construction, the bot-
tom heave appeared obvious, and the heave amount reached
500 mm, and the heave type was stress-type heave. As shown
in Figure 3, the current roadway can no longer meet the
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TABLE 3. Mechanical parameters of surrounding rock.

FIGURE 3. Bottom heave monitoring curve.

requirements of safety and production use, and it needs to be
repaired and reinforced.

b: BRITTLE TO EXTENDED TRANSFORMATION
CHARACTERISTICS
The stress level of shallow buried projects is relatively low,
and the surrounding rock is mostly brittle failure [22]. As the
mining depth increases, the roadway changes from a low
stress level to a high stress level, and the brittle failure of
part of the rock changes to ductile failure. The tunnel depth
of this coal mine is more than 1300 m, the surrounding rock
strength of the tunnel is low, and most of the rocks exhibit
ductile failure in a high in-situ stress environment. Therefore,
the brittle-ductile transformation characteristic of rock mass
is one of the characteristics of deformation and failure ofmine
tunnels.

c: LAGE DEFORMATION AND STRONG RHEOLOGICAL
PROPERTIES
According to the previous field data monitoring report, due to
its high ground stress characteristics, the deep mine roadway
will produce considerable elastic-plastic properties, and the
internal deformation energy of the surrounding rock can be
released after the roadway is excavated. Therefore, at the

FIGURE 4. Relationship curve between roadway deformation rate and
tunneling time.

beginning of excavation, the roadway will show a great
deformation rate, and the deformation has a time effect that
changes with the change of the driving time [23], as shown
in Figure 4.

2) BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF INFLUENCING FACTORS OF
SURROUNDING ROCK DEFORMATION AND FAILURE
a: THE ROCK MASS IS CRACKED AND THE ROCK STRENGTH
IS LOW
The lithology of the surrounding rock is one of the impor-
tant factors that affect the construction of the mine and the
selection of the support plan for the shaft and roadway [24].
In order to select the roadway support plan reasonably, it is
necessary to select rock samples at representative locations at
the beginning of the roadway excavation. Through physical
and mechanical properties experiments on rock samples, it is
found that the integrity of the rock mass is general, the rock
is broken, the rock quality index (RQD) of the surrounding
rock is not high, the continuity of the surrounding rock of
each layer is poor, and the integrity of the surrounding rock
is not well, this causes its carrying capacity to be low. X-ray
diffractometer was used to analyze the phase composition of
the rock samples, and the results of the spectrum analysis of
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TABLE 4. Test result of mineral composition of surrounding rock of roadway.

the mineral composition in the surrounding rock are shown
in Table 4.

The rock mineral composition analysis test shows that the
main composition of the rock in the surrounding rock of the
newly built roadway is quartz, kaolinite, anorthite and a very
small amount of nacre. The average value is about 46.33%
for quartz and 19.63% for kaolinite. Anorthite accounted for
31.82% and pearl clay accounted for 0.82%. That is, the
surrounding rocks of mine tunnels are mainly quartz, kaoli-
nite, and anorthite. Although kaolinite is a weakly swelling
clay mineral, it is easy to muddy, hydrolyze and soften when
exposed to water. If it encounters water or other high ground
stress, its rheology is also very strong [25]. In addition,
the strength of the rock itself and the structural characteristics
of the surrounding rock also have a decisive influence on
the deformation and failure of the surrounding rock of the
roadway. There are many mechanical indicators reflecting
the strength of rocks, among which the uniaxial compres-
sive strength of rocks is representative and relatively easy
to obtain [26]. The more common influences of surrounding
rock structure are bedding and joints.

b: IMPACT OF BURIED DEPTH
The mine roadway is affected by nearby rock faults, coupled
with its high in-situ stress characteristics, the surrounding
rock deformation presents brittle-ductile transition character-
istics, and the bearing capacity of the rock mass is reduced.
Therefore, when the supporting body is damaged, the defor-
mation of the roadway increases sharply, which causes great
difficulties for the support of the large-section roadway.
A lot of practice and research data show that the gravity of
most roadway engineering support systems is proportional
to the bulk density and buried depth of the overlying rock,
that is, P= γH [24]. As the buried depth of the project
increases, the ground stress becomes larger, and the rheology

or swelling of shale, mudstone and other rocks with low
cementation strength is very obvious under the influence of
the increased buried depth. The underground engineering of
mine tunnels is more than 1300m deep. If the mine tunnels
are to be deformed and damaged, they are inseparable from
the gravity influence of the overlying rock layer [27]–[29].

c: INFLUENCE OF GROUNDWATER
The compressive strength and elastic modulus of the rock
will be reduced by the influence of groundwater. The greater
the reaction strength, the greater the influence of hydration
on the fracture mechanics index. The internal cohesive force
of the surrounding rock of the roadway is greatly reduced
under the action of the osmotic pressure of up to 7MPa in the
deep mine roadway, and the properties of the rock mass also
change accordingly. [30], [31].

By analyzing the mineral composition of the rock samples
at representative locations around the mine tunnel, it is found
that, except for quartz, the other components are affected
by water to some extent. Mainly manifested as swelling,
softening and disintegration in water. In addition, the acidity
and alkalinity of groundwater is weakly alkaline, and it is also
corrosive to rock-forming minerals.

d: THE IMPACT OF GROUND TEMPERATURE CHANGES
As the burial depth increases, the temperature of the sur-
rounding rock is increasing. The temperature measurement
results show that the deeper the ground, the higher the ground
temperature. The temperature gradient generally ranges from
30 to 50 ◦C/km, and the temperature gradient under nor-
mal conditions is 3 ◦C/100 m [32]. In some areas, such
as near faults or abnormal local areas with high thermal
conductivity, the geothermal gradient is sometimes as high
as 200 ◦C/km. The mechanics and deformation properties
of rock masses under conditions beyond normal temperature
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are quite different from those under ordinary environmental
conditions. The ground temperature can cause the rock mass
to expand and contract with heat, and a 1 ◦C change in the
temperature of the rock mass can produce a ground stress
change of 0.4 to 0.5MPa. The in-situ stress changes caused by
the increase in rock mass temperature will have a significant
impact on the mechanical properties of the engineering rock
mass.

Before and after the excavation of the roadway, the temper-
ature field near the surrounding rock of the roadway changes,
forming a temperature gradient between the surface of the
roadway and the surrounding rock in the depth, generating
temperature stress, and acting on the supporting structure or
the surrounding rock mass of the roadway, causing separation
of the surrounding rock of the roadway, which has extremely
adverse effects on the stability of the surrounding rock of the
roadway. The temperature in the mine tunnel reaches about
36◦C, which is one of the factors affecting the deformation
and failure of the surrounding rock [33].

e: UNREASONABLE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
During the excavation of deep wells and large cross-section
roadways, the structure bottom is slow and the bottom of the
structure remains open for a long time. However, only when
a closed ring structure is formed can the structure remain
stable [34]. In addition, improper selection of materials for
the support structure will also make it difficult to meet the
stability requirements of the surrounding rock of the roadway.

f: CONSTRUCTION FACTORS
The construction technology, method and support timing are
all important factors to ensure the stability of the surrounding
rock of a large section roadway in a deep mine. The roadway
uses the blasting method to excavate the roadway, and the
vibration caused by the blasting will affect the stability of the
surrounding rock. The reasonable choice of support timing
is also very important. Premature support will reduce the
overall stability of the support structure. If the support is too
late, the excessive deformation of the surrounding rock of the
roadway will increase the force of the support structure, and
eventually there will be risks of damages such as topping and
gangling.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THREE
OPTIMIZED ROADWAY SUPPORT SCHEME
A. PROPOSAL OF THREE OPTIMIZED ROADWAY SUPPORT
SCHEME
Advanced design method (PDM): because the design scheme
needs to consider the cost, reasonable use of resources and
other factors, but the actual effect of the scheme is unknown,
it is necessary to gradually optimize the known traditional
scheme and analyze its feasibility to find the best answer [8].

The incremental design method is mainly an optimization
idea, which needs to be analyzed in detail based on the actual
situation. Based on this idea, Ni [35] researched and improved

TABLE 5. Supporting scheme design table.

the progressive structural optimization method, and applied
the improved method to specific engineering examples. best
plan. Wang [36] based on this optimization method, com-
bined with the powerful feature extraction capabilities of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), used for parameter
optimization of the divide and conquer algorithm. Under the
comparative analysis of multiple schemes, the calculation
results were converged to a more optimized state, and the
finally obtained scheme achieved better results in practical
applications. It can be seen that the idea of progressive design
method is widely used and has good application in engineer-
ing practice.

It can be seen from the foregoing that after excavation,
the top of the roadway arch was initially supported by bolting
with mesh and shotcrete. The supporting effect was not ideal,
and the deformation of the bottom plate and the two sides
was still serious, which could not meet the normal use of
the roadway. When optimizing the support scheme, based on
the previous analysis of the results of the geological profile
and the causes and characteristics of the damage, referring to
the common support methods, combined with the mine con-
struction specifications (GBT35056-2018 and other industry
norms), three new support plans were designed using PDM.
All three support schemes adopt full-face support.

Supporting scheme 1: bolts, shotcrete, grouting and hang
metal mesh.

Support scheme 2: bolts, metal mesh, anchor cables,
shotcrete and grouting.

Supporting scheme 3: bolts, metal mesh, anchor cables,
shotcrete and grouting.

The grouting bolts used in the three schemes are all
arranged in a plum blossom shape with the resin bolts spaced
apart and the diameter of the bolts is 20 mm. The shotcrete
strength grade is C20, the thickness is 150 mm, the bottom
angle anchor diameter is 22 mm, and the included angle is
30◦. The diameter of the three anchor cables is 21.8 mm, and
the cross-sections are arranged with 9 cables, and the spacing
between rows is 1400 mm.

FLAC3D is a finite difference software using finite differ-
ence method. Three different schemes of PDM design are
analyzed by FLAC3D software, which is the combination
of FDM and PDM. For make the three supporting schemes
more intuitively reflected in the numerical simulation, the
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numerical simulation model diagrams of the three supporting
schemes are now presented.

B. DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS OF ROADWAY
SURROUNDING ROCK
1) VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT
The displacement of the surrounding rock of the roadway
is the most intuitive and accurate manifestation of the force of
the surrounding rock. In order to deeply analyze the support-
ing effect of each supporting scheme, it is necessary to ana-
lyze the vertical displacement and horizontal displacement of
the surrounding rock of the roadway. The different vertical
displacement distribution diagrams of the three schemes are
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the vertical displacement cloud diagrams
under different support schemes. The vertical displacement
of the surrounding rock of the roadway appears in the form of
an arch. For the roof deformation, the maximum value of the
roof sink in scheme 1 is 74.5 mm, the stability of the roof is
poor, and there is still a serious separation phenomenon on the
roof, which may cause the risk of falling. Compared with the
scheme 1, themaximumdeformation of the roof of the second
scheme is reduced from 74.5 mm to 55.6 mm. It can be seen
that the scheme 2 has achieved a good supporting effect. The
maximum deformation of the roof in scheme 3 is 51.7 mm,
the surrounding rock of the roof is relatively stable, and its
supporting effect is improved compared with scheme 2.

From the perspective of the deformation of the floor,
the plan has the worst protection effect. The maximum
deformation of the floor is as high as 101.9 mm, and the
surrounding rock at the floor has undergone severe deforma-
tion. In scheme 2, the maximum deformation of the floor is
82.7 mm, which can effectively restrain the deformation of
the surrounding rock. Due to the addition of anchor cables
in the supporting process of scheme 2, the stress on the
surrounding rock on the surface of the roadway is transferred
from the shallow part to the deep part, thereby restraining the
excessive deformation of the floor. The maximum deforma-
tion of the floor of the scheme 3 is 71.8 mm. At this time,
the stability of the surrounding rock of the roadway is better,
which can ensure the normal use of the roadway to a large
extent, and the surrounding rock can maintain high stability.

2) HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT
For the displacement and deformation of the two sides,
the maximum deformation of the left and right sides of the
scheme 1 is 72.6 mm and 71.3 mm respectively. The sur-
rounding rock of the gang has poor stability, and there is a risk
of spalling. The maximum deformation of the left and right
sides of the roadway in the scheme 2 is 59.9mm and 58.9mm,
respectively. Compared with the scheme 1, the deformation
is significantly reduced, and the stability of the surrounding
rock at the side is improved. The maximum deformation of
the left side of the roadway in scheme 3 is 57 mm, and the
maximum deformation of the right side is 55.8 mm, which

FIGURE 5. Model diagram of three support schemes.

has improved the supporting effect compared to scheme 2.
Generally speaking, the deformation of the surrounding rock
shows a distribution law of ‘‘the deformation of the left side
is greater than that of the right side on the roadway’’.

Through the analysis and comparison of the surrounding
rock displacement of the roadway, it can be seen that among
the three support schemes, scheme 1 has the worst effect.
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FIGURE 6. Three schemes of vertical displacement cloud map.

The deformation of the roof and floor and the two sides is
larger, and there is a risk of coal mine disasters such as slabs
and roof fall. The supporting effect of the third scheme is
better, which can basically guarantee the overall stability of
the surrounding rock of the roadway. The deformation of
the roof, floor and the two side of the roadway is controlled
within a reasonable range, and the supporting effect of the
scheme 3 is better than that of the scheme 2.

Combined with the above displacement analysis, the sup-
port effect of scheme 3 is better, which can ensure the stability
of the roadway.

C. STRESS ANALYSIS OF ROADWAY SURROUNDING ROCK
1) VERTICAL STRESS
According to figure 8, the vertical stress distribution of sur-
rounding rock under the three support schemes all present
the following situation: stress concentration occurs in the
surrounding rock on the surface of the two side of the roadway
and the roof and floor, and the surrounding rock stress on the

FIGURE 7. Three schemes of horizontal displacement cloud map.

surface of the roadway changes greatly. At the same time,
there is a pressure relief zone in the surrounding rock on the
surface of the roadway, and the pressure relief zone on the
roof is smaller than the floor. The maximum vertical stresses
of the roof and floor surrounding rocks of the three schemes
are 5.25 MPa, 4.15 MPa, and 3.65 MPa, respectively. The
maximum stresses in the high stress concentration areas of
the two sides of the roadway reach 41.6 MPa, 36.5 MPa, and
35.4 MPa, respectively. It can be seen that with bolt support
with the reduction of the row spacing between the struc-
tures and the application of anchor cables, the surrounding
rock stress in the high-stress zone of the roadway gradually
decreases.

2) HORIZONTAL STRESS
Under the action of horizontal stress, it can be seen from
figure 9 that arc-shaped pressure relief areas appear in the
spur and bottom plate of the three support schemes. The max-
imum stress in the high stress concentration area of the
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FIGURE 8. Three schemes of horizontal stress cloud map.

three support schemes reached 22.5 MPa, 19.2 MPa and
18.1 MPa respectively. The stress concentration phenomenon
of scheme 2 and scheme 3mainly occurs in the bottom corner.
Compared with scheme 1, the stress release area of the two
sides of the roadway and the floor surrounding rock becomes
smaller. The stress release area on both sides of the vault
gradually disappears and the surrounding rock stress It has
been reduced and the supporting effect is good. It can be
seen that the application of anchor cables and the increase
of supporting density reduce (scheme 3) the horizontal stress
of surrounding rock, and the supporting effect is better.

Combined with the above stress analysis, scheme 3 has
a better support effect and can ensure the stability of the
roadway.

D. STRESS ANALYSIS OF SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
Scheme 1 The maximum load that the anchor rod can bear is
197 MPa, and the bolts at the two sides of the roadway and

FIGURE 9. Three schemes of horizontal stress cloud map.

bottom floor are more concentrated. In scheme 2, the maxi-
mum load of bolts and anchor cables is 296 MPa. After the
anchor cable is added, the stress can be transferred to the sur-
rounding rock by the anchor cables, which improves the stress
condition of surrounding rock. Scheme 3 increases the sup-
porting density and the length of the anchor cables and
bolts, and the maximum load of the anchor cables and bolts
increases from 296 MPa to 316 MPa. The force of the bottom
floor bolts has also been significantly improved, and the force
of the surrounding rocks is good, ensuring the stability of the
roadway.

Combining the stress analysis of the above supporting
structure, the supporting effects of the scheme 3 is better,
which can meet the needs of safe use of the roadway.

E. SUPPORT SCHEME DETERMINATION
The surface displacement of the surrounding rock can directly
reflect the support effect of the roadway and comprehensively
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FIGURE 10. Three schemes of supporting structure stress cloud map.

reflect the stability of the surrounding rock. In order to deeply
analyze the supporting effect of each supporting scheme,
a detailed analysis of displacement and deformation should
be carried out. The plotted top and bottom plates and the
displacement of the two sides change with time, as shown
in Figure 11.

The numerical simulation results of the above-mentioned
schemes are further sorted out and shown in table 6, so as to
judge the best scheme more intuitively.

Through the analysis and Research on the displacement,
stress and supporting structure stress of the three design
schemes, the feasibility of adopting full section support in
roadway is verified. For the support effect of scheme 1,
the surrounding rock of roadway still has large deformation,
prone to rib spalling, roof fall and excessive deformation
of floor, and the support effect is not ideal. After adding

FIGURE 11. Numerical simulation of displacement variation of each part
of roadway with three support schemes.
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TABLE 6. Comparative analysis of surrounding rock displacement of different schemes.

anchor cable, scheme 2 and scheme 3 have achieved good
supporting effect. Compared with scheme 1, the deformation
of floor, the subsidence of roof and the approach of two
sides in scheme 2 are reduced by 18.8%, 25.4% and 17.4%
respectively, and the supporting effect has been significantly
improved.

The stress of roadway surrounding rock surface is trans-
ferred from shallow to deep, and the stress of surrounding
rock is more fully released, which meets the requirements of
roadway support and normal use. After increasing the bolts
support density and the length of anchor cables, the support
effect of scheme 3 is improved. Compared with scheme 1,
the floor deformation, roof subsidence and two sides of the
roadway approach of scheme 3 are reduced by 29.5%, 30.6%
and 21.6% respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the rate of change of
displacement changes greatly at first, and begins to stabilize
at about 50 or 60 days.

Therefore, based on the above analysis and considera-
tion of surrounding rock displacement, stress and supporting
structure stress, scheme 3 can ensure the stability of surround-
ing rock and the supporting effect is good. From the practical
engineering construction and economic aspects, it is more
economical to adopt scheme 3, which can ensure the normal
use of the roadway, so it is proposed to adopt scheme 3 as the
final support scheme.

V. SCHEME APPLICATION AND FIELD TEST EFFECT
MONITORING
In order to determine the stability, convergence and feasibility
of scheme 3 obtained by the numerical simulation method,
scheme 3 was applied in the actual engineering construction
of the mine tunnel. And to monitor its force and deforma-
tion data, in order to compare with the numerical simulation
results.

A. SUPPORT SCHEME AND SUPPORT PARAMETERS
According to the actual engineering situation of the mine
roadway, combined with the previous analysis results,
scheme 3 is used as the final support scheme. The specific
support parameters are as follows:

1) High-strength bolts on the roof and the two sides of the
roadway

High-strength pre-stressed resin anchor rods with a diam-
eter of 22 mm and a length of 2.4 m are used, and the row
spacing is 700 mm.

2) Grouting bolts on the roof and the two sides of the
roadway

A seamless grouting bolt with a diameter of 20 mm and a
length of 2.2 m is used, with a row spacing of 1400 mm, and
the resin anchor rod is spaced apart and arranged.

3) Anchor cable on the roof and the two sides of the
roadway

A high-strength anchor cable with a diameter of 21.8 mm
and a length of 9.6m is used, and the row spacing is 1400mm.

4) Shotcrete layer
Use ordinary concrete with strength C20 and thickness

150 mm.
5) Metal mesh
Ametal mesh with a diameter of 6.5 mm and a grid density

of 100× 100 mm is used.
6) Steel ladder
A steel ladder with a diameter of 20 mm is used, and the

resin bolt on the roof and the two sides of the roadway.
7) T-shaped steel belt
Specification GD II 140/20 mm.
8) Grouting
Ordinary cement slurry is selected as the grout, the grout-

ing pressure is 1.5 MPa, and the final pressure is 2.5 MPa.
9) High-strength bolt
A high-strength pre-stressed resin bolt with a diameter

of 22 mm and a length of 2.4 m is used, and the row spacing is
700mm. The bolts are connected by a 140mmwide T-shaped
steel belt as a whole.

10) Grouting bolt on bottom floor
A seamless grouting bolt with a diameter of 20 mm and a

length of 2.2 m is used, with a row spacing of 1400 mm, and
the resin bolt is spaced apart and arranged.

B. FIELD MONITORING PROGRAM
Field monitoring: that is, monitoring in accordance with
the requirements in the actual construction of the project.
In this study, it refers to real-time monitoring of the force
and displacement of the surrounding rock of the roadway.
This monitoring is carried out on the spot, not a numerical
simulation.
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FIGURE 12. Arrangement of measuring points on the surface
displacement of surrounding rock.

In order to better optimize the design of the support plan
and effectively guide the field construction, a 50 m long test
section was selected, the initial support was monitored in real
time, and the monitoring data was analyzed and compared.
In order to optimize the support design, determine whether
the construction technology and support plan are reasonable,
and provide a basis for subsequent construction guidance.

In order to study the deformation characteristics of the
surrounding rock after excavation, the deformation of the
surrounding rock of the roadway was monitored and recorded
in real time, so as to explore the change law of the surface
displacement of the surrounding rock of the roadway over
time. The measuring rod and the measuring gun are used to
measure the surface displacement of the surrounding rock.
Three monitoring sections are arranged, each with an interval
of 20m, and its interruption surface 1 is close to the working
surface. For the three monitoring sections, 4 measuring points
are set by the mid-waist cross point method, that is, one
measuring point is arranged at each of the roof and floor and
the two sides of the section (Figure 12).

C. ANALYSIS OF MONITORING RESULTS
Figure 13 is analyzed as follows:

1) Rate of displacement change
It can be seen that the rate of change of the surface dis-

placement of the surrounding rock of the roadway gradually
decreases with the increase of the number of observation
days.

The change process can be divided into the following
stages:

The first is the severe deformation stage. About 2-10 days
after the excavation of the roadway, the roadway surface dis-
placement change rate increased rapidly. During this period,
the average change rate of the surrounding rock surface dis-
placement reached 8.4 mm/d, and the maximum change rate
reached 10.5 mm/d. The reason is that the normal stress of
the surrounding rock surface is unloaded after the excavation
of the roadway. The tangential stress increases due to the
redistribution of the stress. The deformation of the surround-
ing rock surface is transferred from the shallow part to the

FIGURE 13. Monitoring results of three monitoring sections.

deep part, and the displacement amount and the displacement
change rate of the surrounding rock increase rapidly.

The second is the wave deformation stage. About
10-60 days after the excavation of the roadway, the rate of
change of the surface displacement of the surrounding rock
of the roadway fluctuates. The reason is that the monitoring
section is close to the tunneling face, and the surrounding
rock of the roadway is affected by the excavation disturbance
of the face. When the roadway was excavated for about
50 days, the rate of change of the surface displacement of the
surrounding rock of the three monitored sections increased
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suddenly and significantly. The reason is that the normal
stress on the surface of surrounding rock is unloaded after
the roadway excavation. The tangential stress increases due
to the redistribution of stress. The deformation of surrounding
rock surface is transferred from shallow to deep, and the
displacement and displacement change rate of surrounding
rock increase rapidly.

The last is the stable deformation stage. After the excava-
tion of the roadway exceeds 60 d, the surface displacement
rate of the surrounding rock of the roadway is less than
1 mm/d to reach the stable stage.

2) The amount of displacement change
The maximum convergence deformation of roof, floor and

two sides of roadway in section 1 are 218.7 mm and 84.1 mm
respectively. Themaximum convergence deformation of roof,
floor and two sides of roadway in section 2 are 76.9 mm
and 42.5 mm respectively. The maximum convergence defor-
mation of roof, floor and two sides of roadway of section
3 are 55.3 mm and 20.8 mm respectively. It can be seen that
section 1 is close to the working face, which is easily affected
by the excavation disturbance of the working face, and its
displacement is large.

Figure 13 shows that the convergent deformations of the
surrounding rock surfaces of the three monitoring sections
are the roof and floor of the roadway with the largest defor-
mation, and the two sides of the roadway have the smallest
deformation. Generally speaking, in the process of roadway
support, the roof and the two sides of the roadway are sup-
ported first. If the floor is left unsupported for a long time,
it is easy to cause stress concentration and cause serious
deformation of the bottom plate. For deep mine large section
roadways, the deformation of the floor is large and lasts for a
long time, and it will affect the stability of the roadway roof
and the two sides of the roadway, which may eventually cause
the overall instability of the roadway.

D. COMPARISON OF FIELD MONITORING RESULTS AND
NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Analyzing and comparing the roadway displacement calcu-
lation results obtained by numerical simulation of scheme 3
(Table 6) in the previous article with the roadway surface
displacement monitoring results in field monitoring in this
chapter (Figure 13), the following conclusions are obtained:

(1) The field monitoring results show that after the excava-
tion of the roadway exceeds 60 days, the surface displacement
of the roadway surrounding rock gradually reaches a stable
stage, which is basically consistent with the trend of the
roadway surrounding rock displacement curve obtained by
the numerical simulation. The numerical simulation result
of scheme 3 is obtained Although the deformation of the
surrounding rock of the roadway is different from the defor-
mation of the surrounding rock of the roadway obtained by
field monitoring, the difference is small.

(2) When the roadway was excavated for about 50 days,
the rate of change of the surface displacement of the sur-
rounding rock of the three monitoring sections all increased

suddenly and significantly, which was not reflected in the
numerical simulation results. The reason for this phenomenon
is that the excavation of the adjacent roadway at about 50 days
redistributes the stress of the surrounding rock, resulting in
stress concentration. The original fracture zone in the sur-
rounding rock continues to expand, and the rate of change
of the surface displacement of the surrounding rock of the
roadway is sudden. In addition, such field construction factors
were not involved in the numerical simulation.

(3) The surrounding rock displacement changes of the
three monitoring sections all show the distribution law of
‘‘the right side is smaller than the left side and the left side is
smaller than the roof’’, which is similar to the law presented
by the numerical simulation calculation results of scheme 3.

(4) There is a certain difference between the field moni-
toring results of the roof and floor displacements of section
1 and the numerical simulation results. The reason is that
the monitoring section and the driving face are close to each
other, and the surrounding rock of the roadway is affected by
the excavation disturbance of the working face.

The reasons for the difference between the fieldmonitoring
results of the roadway displacement on both sides of section
3 and the numerical simulation results are:

a) With the excavation and support of the roadway, part of
the deep rock mass is less broken. After the support, the rock
mass has formed a whole with the supporting structure, which
has strong stability and low deformation.

b) Numerical simulation itself cannot completely simulate
the real situation, and there are certain errors.

(5) CPU calculation time (taking displacement calculation
as an example): In the numerical simulation process, due to
different conditions (such as test position and stress state),
the calculation complexity is different. Therefore, CPU com-
putation time varies greatly. In this case, the CPU calculation
time of the computer is not a reference, but a stable dis-
placement over a long period of time is used as the basis for
judging convergence. In this study, a stable displacement that
meets the standard is the most important basis for engineering
safety. Therefore, the CPU calculation time is no longer
listed.

Through the comparative analysis of the numerical simu-
lation results and the field monitoring data, it is not difficult
to find that the two are not completely consistent. However,
the variation law of the surrounding rock displacement of the
roadway shown by the numerical simulation is basically the
same as the variation law obtained from the field monitoring,
and the variation of the surrounding rock displacement of
the roadway obtained by the two is not much different. This
is because the rock mass is regarded as isotropic during the
numerical simulation calculation and the influence of actual
conditions such as groundwater is not considered. During
the field construction process, it will also be interfered by
construction and other factors, and the actual working con-
ditions cannot be fully and accurately simulated. There will
be some differences between the results obtained by the two,
but in general, the results of mine pressure monitoring verify
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FIGURE 14. Multi-point displacement measurement point layout drawing.

the accuracy of the numerical simulation calculation and the
feasibility of scheme 3.

VI. DISCUSSION
Monitoring the change of surrounding rock displacement
should not only stop at the surface of surrounding rock.
The deformation of surrounding rock in deeper surrounding
rock areas may also affect the stability of surrounding rock,
thereby affecting engineering safety. In order to explore the
surrounding rock deformation in the deeper area and ensure
that no further damage occurs over time, it is necessary
to monitor the surrounding rock deformation in the deeper
surrounding rock area.

A. VARIATION LAW OF DEEP SURROUNDING ROCK
DISPLACEMENT WITH TIME
In order to study the displacement changes of the deep
surrounding rock after excavation, the displacement of the
deep surrounding rock of the roadway was monitored and
recorded. Themulti-point displacement meter is used to mon-
itor the displacement of the surrounding rock in the deep part
of the roadway, and three monitoring sections are set up, each
with an interval of 20 m. Each monitoring section is arranged
with 3 measuring holes, which are arranged on the vault and
the two sides (Figure 14). Each measuring hole is set with
4 measuring points. The distance between each measuring
point and the surrounding rock surface is 2 m, 4 m, 6 m, 8 m,
the measuring point at the bottom of the hole is placed in the
deep stable rock formation.

It is one of the important means to verify the feasibil-
ity of support scheme to measure the displacement of deep
surrounding rock by multi-point displacement meter. The
displacement variation of the three measuring holes with time
is shown in Figure 15-17.

1) CHANGE RATE OF DISPLACEMENT OF DEEP
SURROUNDING ROCK
After the excavation, the displacement of deep surrounding
rock increases, but the increase degree of each point is differ-
ent. Generally speaking, the change rate gradually decreases
with the increase of time. According to the monitoring data,
the displacement change process is divided into the following
stages:

FIGURE 15. Relationship between displacement and time at different
depths of section 1.

The first is the stage of severe deformation. About
2-20 days after excavation, the deformation rate of deep
surrounding rock increases rapidly, and the maximum defor-
mation rates of vault, left side and right side are 6.5 mm/d,
3.9 mm/d and 3.1 mm/d respectively.

The second stage is wave deformation. About 20-60 days
after the excavation, the influence of excavation disturbance
on the surrounding rock gradually weakened. However, when
the roadway is excavated for about 50 days, the deformation
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FIGURE 16. Relationship between displacement and time at different
depths of section 2.

rate of the deep surrounding rock increases suddenly due to
the excavation disturbance of the adjacent roadway, which is
the same as that of the roadway surface displacement at the
same time.

Finally, the stable deformation stage. After excavation for
more than 60 days, the strain rate is less than 1 mm/d, which
indicates that the combined support of bolt and grouting has
obvious effect and the deformation of surrounding rock is
basically controlled.

FIGURE 17. Relationship between displacement and time at different
depths of section 3.

2) VARIATION OF DISPLACEMENT OF DEEP SURROUNDING
ROCK
Through the analysis of figure 15-17, combined with table 7
and table 8, it can be seen that the deep displacement variation
of surrounding rock of these three sections shows the distri-
bution law of ‘‘the right side is less than the left side, and the
left side is less than the roof’’. The reason for this distribution
law is that the left side of the roadway is adjacent to the
fault, resulting in the increase of the displacement change
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TABLE 7. Monitoring Results of Measuring Points at 2m in Different
Sections and Holes.

TABLE 8. Monitoring Results Of Measuring Points At 8m In Different
Sections And Holes.

FIGURE 18. Layout of anchor rod axial force measuring points.

amount and change rate of the surrounding rock of the left
side. When the two sides of the roadway are excavated, the
deformation of surrounding rock and the disturbed stress field
are superimposed, which makes the stress disturbed area of
the roof increase and the displacement of the side is less than
that of the roof.

The reason for the above phenomenon is that there will
be a high degree of stress concentration after the excavation
of large cross-section roadway in deep mine, and because of
the complex geological conditions, the surrounding rock of
roadway will be affected by faults, the integrity of rock mass
will be damaged, and the strength will be reduced. At this
time, the range of stress disturbance area and plastic failure
area is wide, and it will continue to expand from the surface
of surrounding rock to the deep.

To sum up, the deformation law of surrounding rock in
deeper surrounding rock area is similar to that of surrounding
rock surface. These are basically consistent with the analysis
in section V (C), and is also in good agreement with Wu’s [8]
research conclusion, which fully illustrates the feasibility

FIGURE 19. Stress time curves of bolts with different sections.

of the numerical simulation method and the correctness of
scheme 3.

B. VARIATION LAW OF BOLT AXIAL FORCE WITH TIME
In order to fully understand the supporting effect of bolt and
explore the change of bolt axial force, the change of bolt
axial force is monitored and recorded. The bolt dynamometer
(20t type) is used to measure the axial force of the anchor
rod. Three monitoring sections are set, each with a distance
of 20 m. The arrangement of the measuring points of the
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three sections is shown in Figure 18. From left to right, it is
recorded as measuring point 1, measuring point 2, measuring
point 3, measuring point 4 and measuring point 5.

Figure 19 shows the variation of axial force of anchor rod
with time.

1) CHANGE RATE OF BOLT AXIAL FORCE
The change rate of the axial force of the anchor rod gradually
decreases with the increase of the observation days. The
specific change process can be divided into the following
stages:

The first is the rapid increase phase. About 2-10 days
after excavation, the change rate of bolt axial force increases
rapidly. The reason for this phenomenon is that roadway
excavation will unload the normal stress on the surface of
surrounding rock, and the deformation of surrounding rock
will increase rapidly. The construction of the anchor can con-
trol the deformation of the surrounding rock, and the initial
prestress of the anchor can inhibit the fracture and expansion
of the surrounding rock to a certain extent, so the axial force
of the anchor will increase rapidly at this time. In this stage,
the axial force of local anchor also decreased. The reason for
this phenomenon is that the bolt tray and its surrounding rock
fall off due to the blasting construction of the front heading
face.

The second is the fluctuation stage. About 10-60 days
after excavation, the curve of bolt axial force versus time
fluctuates up and down. The reason for this phenomenon lies
in the repeated process of compression and rebound in the
surrounding rock caused by the construction of supporting
structure, so the axial force of bolt is also changing. When
the excavation time is about 50 days, the surrounding rock
of the roadway is affected by the excavation disturbance of
the adjacent roadway, and the axial force of the bolt changes
suddenly, which is the same as the change rate of the surface
displacement and the deep displacement of the surrounding
rock at the same time.

The last stage is the stable stage. After about 60 days of
roadway excavation, the pressure difference between the two
consecutive measurements is less than 0.1 kn, and the change
of bolt axial force tends to be stable.

2) VARIATION OF BOLT AXIAL FORCE
Section 1 is close to the head of the working face, which is
easily affected by the excavation disturbance of the working
face. The five measuring points (3, 2, 4, 1, 5) are arranged
from large to small according to the maximum anchor axial
force, which are 143 kN, 127 kN, 115 kN, 97 kN, 93 kN
respectively. The five measuring points (3, 2, 4, 1, 5) of
section 2 are arranged from large to small according to the
maximum bolt axial force, which are 125 kN, 113 kN, 99 kN,
88 kN and 81 kN respectively. The five measuring points (3,
2, 4, 1, 5) of section 3 are 114 kN, 96 kN, 87 kN, 76 kN
and 71 kN respectively according to the maximum bolt axial
force.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of actual monitoring and numerical simulation
results of displacement at different depths of roof measuring hole in
Section 2.

Here, 2 and 4 measuring points are regarded as roadway
shoulder. It can be seen from Figure 19 that the axial force
of the bolts of the three sections changes with time, showing
the distribution law of ‘‘the roof is greater than the two
shoulders, the two shoulders are greater than the two sides
of the roadway’’. The reason for this law is that the bolts
can limit the deformation of the surrounding rock, and the
axial force of the bolts will change with the deformation of
the surrounding rock.

C. COMPARED WITH THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION
RESULTS
In order to verify the above rules, the measuring points are
also arranged according to Figure 14 and Figure 18 in the
numerical simulation software, and the displacement changes
at different depths and the stress conditions of the bolt are
detected. Because of the space, the results will not be listed
one by one here. Only taking the displacement at different
depths of the measuring hole of section 2 roof as an example,
the actual monitoring and numerical simulation results are
compared.

It can be seen from Figure 20 that the field monitoring
and numerical simulation results are not completely consis-
tent. However, the change pattern in the displacement of the
surrounding rock of the roadway shown by the numerical
simulation are basically the same as those obtained from the
field monitoring, and the amount of the displacement of the
surrounding rock of the roadway obtained by the two is not
much different.

In addition, the displacement changes of the field moni-
toring results are all small, and they all meet the engineering
safety construction standards, which can further illustrate the
reliability of scheme 3. These are basically consistent with the
analysis in section V (C), and is also in good agreement with
Wu’s [8] research conclusion (the results of numerical sim-
ulation and on-site monitoring are more consistent), which
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fully illustrates the feasibility of the numerical simulation
method and the correctness of scheme 3.

VII. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the high buried and deep roadway, its geological
profile was explored, and based on FDM, combined with
FLAC3D software, the reason for its stress and deforma-
tion was analyzed theoretically. Three support schemes were
designed through PDM, and the force and deformation under
different schemes were simulated through FLAC3D software.
The comparative analysis obtained the optimal support plan.
The optimal support plan is applied to the actual project, and
field monitoring is carried out. The monitoring results are in
good agreement with the numerical simulation results. The
specific conclusions are as follows:

(1) The deformation and failure characteristics of the mine
roadway are briefly analyzed: the bottom heave phenomenon
is serious; the brittle-extended transformation characteristics;
the large deformation and strong rheological characteristics.
The main factors affecting deformation and failure are sum-
marized: rock fractures, low rock strength, impact of buried
depth, impact of groundwater, impact of ground temperature
changes, unreasonable supporting structure, and construction
factors.

(2) In the unsupported state after excavation, the maximum
deformation of the left and right sides of the roadway reached
1583 mm and 1627 mm, and the maximum displacements of
the roof and floor were 1291 mm and 473 mm. This shows
that if the initial support treatment is not carried out in time
after the excavation of the roadway, it will soon be subjected
to the pressure of the surrounding rock and produce large
deformation, so that the roadway will collapse and damage.

(3) Considering multiple factors, 3 new support schemes
are designed. Comparing the analysis and research of the dis-
placement, stress and supporting structure force of the three
design schemes and actual engineering factors, scheme 3 has
the smallest displacement of surrounding rock, the small-
est stress in the stress concentration area, and the largest
structural stress, which verifies the coal mine roadway the
feasibility of adopting full-face support, scheme 3 is proposed
as the optimal support plan. Scheme 3 is actually applied and
monitored. The monitoring effect is not much different from
the numerical simulation results and the rules are similar. This
further illustrates the feasibility of the method of designing
the support scheme through FLAC3D software combinedwith
PDM.

(4) Through monitoring the deformation of surrounding
rock at different depths, it is found that the surrounding
rock deformation presents three stages over time: severe
deformation stage, fluctuating deformation stage, and stable
deformation stage, which are similar to the aforementioned
surrounding rock surface deformation law. Each measuring
point reaches a stable state within the monitoring time, which
further illustrates the feasibility of scheme 3.

(5) About 2-10 days after the excavation of the roadway,
the relationship curve between the bolt axial force and time

rises rapidly. About 10-60 days after the excavation of the
roadway, the relationship between the bolt axial force and
time fluctuates up and down. About 60 days after the excava-
tion of the roadway, the difference between the pressure val-
ues measured twice in succession was no more than 0.1 kN,
and the axial force of the bolt tended to be stable. The axial
force of the bolts of the three sections changes with time,
showing the distribution law of ‘‘the roof is larger than the
two shoulders of the roadway, and the two shoulders of the
roadway are larger than the two sides of the roadway’’.

(6) Although the change law of the surrounding rock dis-
placement of the roadway presented by the numerical sim-
ulation is not exactly the same as the change law obtained
from the field monitoring, the basic law is the same. The
displacement change of the surrounding rock of the roadway
obtained by the two methods is also not much different.
Overall, the results of mine pressure monitoring verify the
accuracy of numerical simulation calculations and the feasi-
bility of scheme 3. It also provides theoretical basis and tech-
nical guidance for engineering hypothesis under approximate
conditions.
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